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Languages: Spanish (Native), English (IELTS B2 6.5), German (A1) 
 

Expertise:  Rhinoceros 3D(3), Revit(2), 
Photoshop(3), V-ray(2), AutoCAD(3), 
Grasshopper(2), Lumion(2), Arduino(1), 
Sketch up(1), Illustrator(2), Excel(2), MS 
Office suite(2),. 

Soft skills: mediator, team player, design, 
respect, analysis, active listener, 
cooperation, brainstorming, curious.

           1=Basic    2=Intermediate    3=Advanced 

EDUCATION: 
2020-  SENA- Basic REVIT course – (40 hours) Certificate # 9226002167843 
2013-2018 Pontifical Xavierian University, Bogotá, CL, B.A. Architecture - Nov 24, 2018. 

 Accomplishments: Best semester design Projects. X Museum (2013-1, School 
architecture magazine publication) and Meandro Del Say urban playground (2017-1, 
College Magazine and a final year exposition in campus during a month). 

2016 Google Activate – personal productivity online course. 
2012 American Flyers, TX, US. Private pilot with instruments rating. 
2011 Tippecanoe High school, IN, US. Exchange program, 12th grade. 
 
PROFESIONAL EXPERIENCE:  
05/20 to 12/20  Our lady of health Church, Arquidiocesis de Ibague. Architect. 
 I gave several aesthetics modifications to the 487sqm original structure and 

studied the presbyterium in which I redesigned the area and all of the sacred 
furniture. 
Accomplishments: 
- Complete architectural survey of the temple. 
- Collaborative design with Monsignor Fernando González. 
- Complete planimetry of the project (plants, sections, facades, details) 

07/20 to current Ibague’s Cathedral, Architect of the Art and Liturgy Council for Ibague. 
Architect coordinator. In charge of carrying out the complete architectural survey of 
the heritage building in coordination with the CESCA architectural students collective for 
the exhibition and development of the city's heritage inventory.  

02/20 a 04/20  TEDx scenography, Luzern, Switzerland. Designer Architect.  
In charge of the design for the scenography of the fifth anniversary of the TED 
conferences at the Luzern technical school. Delivery of the details and plans for 
the setting of the stage. 

04/19 to Current  MSMC Arquitectos, Ibague, CL. Junior Real Estate Appraiser. 
 I am responsible for preparing appraisal reports, inspecting and photographing 

the properties and working on legal descriptions and data regarding multiple real 
estate properties.   

 Accomplishments: 
 - Have made appraisals for over 70+ properties in Tolima’s region.  
 - Kept up to date on current real estate market conditions and their effect on the apartment 

and commercial real estate markets in Tolima and the local area. 
09/19 to 10/19   Cartier “La Brasserie”, 3cero2, Bogotá, CL. Architectural Designer. 
 Accomplishments:  

- I helped with the rearrangement of the main corridor of the palace of San 
Francisco, where we had to comply with Cartier's design guidelines.  

09/19 to 12/19  Nuevo Liceo International School, independent work, Ibague, CL.  
Architectural Designer. I redesigned two patios of 650sqm with a new kitchen 
and dining area and added two new restrooms. Created a video presentation of 
2:30’. 
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09-10/17, 09-10/18, 09-10/19  Bcapital, 3cero2, Bogotá, CL. Architect. 
I was part of 3cero2 design team; I had to model and recreate many different 
buildings and sites for fashion runways designs. 

 Accomplishments:  
- Modelled and rendered the Faenza Theater, Volvo’s Factory, Hotel Tequendama 
in Bogotá, helped creating the digital material in accordance with the design team 
for the final presentation with the fashion designers. 

 -Coordinated the construction with manufacturers of the ephemeral architecture 
with a team of 3 architects during the 2017 and 2018 events in October. 

05/18 to 01/19  Lozada’s house, independent work, Ambalema. Architect with a 
construction supervisor contract.  

 I completely designed a 320-sqm country house with a patio typology; built in a 
100°F environment. 

 Accomplishments:  
- Proposed a design for a house in accordance with a client's preferred style. 
- Modeled, rendered and created presentations until fulfilled the final design. 
- Guided the construction of the house to meet client’s expectations with a weekly 
report with the workers and the client. 

 -Kept track on the construction budget expenses and worker’s contracts and 
payments. 
- The house reached a comfortable temperature of 80-82 ° F indoors with cross 
ventilation and a well-determined position on the plot. 

09/18 to 11/18 Santa Cruz Catholic church, Saavedra McCausland. Junior Architect.  
 I was part of the conceptual and architectural design of a religious building for a 

new urban development. 
 Accomplishments:  

- I read and researched the history of Catholic churches and created a 
presentation for design development. 

 -Applied artistic expertise and technical skills to create freehand sketches and 
digital architectural presentations, renderings, and site plans. 

06/17 to 12/17  Estudio Triana Arquitectura (ETA), Bogotá. Architecture internship 
I was responsible for the design, model and representation of many interior 
design projects and helped with the coordination with the manufacturers. 

 Accomplishments:  
- Participated in the design process, and develop alternative solutions and 
presentation graphics used to communicate concepts to client or for agency 
approval 
- Assisted in preparation of designs, quantity calculations, sketches, diagrams, 
schematic drawings, and final working drawings 
- Created three-dimensional building information modeling and two-dimensional 
construction documents using Rhinoceros, V-ray, Sketch up and AutoCAD. 
- Assisted with specifications, research and material selection for 
color/finish/material on project-by-project basis. 

 

REFERENCES: 

M. Arch. Natalia Triana, Senior Architect at 3cero2, (+57) 3112819443, natucha@3cero2.com 
D.Arch. Ioannis Alexiou, Master’s Director at Pt. Xavierian U., (+57)3112044495, ia@macroarquitectura.com 


